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Villa Panormos
Region: Skopelos Sleeps: 4

Overview
Peering high up on the lush hillside just outside of Skópelos Town, amongst 
the historic monasteries that dot the beautiful landscape, you’ll find this haven 
that is Villa Panormos. In a tranquil spot between Stafilos and Skopelos Town 
you’ll never want to leave this idyllic paradise. 

This traditional style property offers 4 guests opulent living over two spacious 
floors. Boasting beautiful old features such as high-beamed ceilings and 
exposed stone walls whilst presenting a deluxe finish with its contemporary 
décor, you really do get the best of both worlds.

On the ground floor you’ll find a large open plan living/ kitchen area – offering 
a huge sumptuous seating area in which to unwind around the central 
fireplace or enjoying the flat screen TV The kitchen is well equipped and 
finished to a high spec so cooking up a Grecian feast will be no problem. Also 
on this floor you’ll discover the first of two bedrooms. Decorated in fresh tones 
, this first bedroom feels spacious and elegant, with a king-size bed and flat 
screen TV.

Up a stylish open staircase you’ll find the galleried twin bedroom under a vast 
beamed ceiling.  With special care having been taken over the attractive décor 
you’ll feel immediately relaxed in this spacious sanctuary. This room also 
boasts French doors out on to a private balcony as well as the upper sun 
terrace so you can enjoy the most stunning views at the property. 

The outside space here at Villa Panormos is truly spectacular, enjoying views 
of the stunning island. there is a huge brick BBQ from which to show off your 
culinary expertise, while your guests sit back and enjoy that sensational view 
with an aperitif. The luxurious pool area, where you’ll feel a calm serenity , with 
stylish sun loungers from which to dry off on after a refreshing swim in the  
pool. Absolute bliss. 

Whether cooling off in one of the abundant local beach coves or enjoying the 
many spectacular walks to the nearby historic monasteries, you’ll love arriving 
home to the charming luxury of Villa Panormos.
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Facilities
Private Pool  •  Beach Nearby  •  Wi-Fi/Internet  •  Air-Con  •  Hot Tub  •  BBQ  
•  Hairdryer  •  Ground Floor Bed & Bath  •  Working Fireplace  •  
Walking/Hiking Paths  •  Outstanding Landscapes  •  Outdoor Pursuit & 
Activities  •  Tourist Towns & Villages  •  Boat Trips
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Interior & Grounds
The Villa
Villa Panormos is a 2 bedroomed, 1 bathroomed villa located between Stafilos 
and Skopelos Town.

Villa Interior

- Bedroom 1: Double bed
- Bedroom 2: Twin bedroom, doors to balcony
- Bathroom with bath and handheld shower
- Open plan kitchen /sitting room: Hob, oven, fridge/ freezer, coffee machine, 
kettle, toaster, sofa, flat screen TV, dining table and chairs, fireplace,

Outside Grounds

- 6m x3m Swimming Pool, 1.10-1.75m depth, ladder access
- Sunbeds, umbrella
- Brick BBQ
- Outdoor dining area seating 4

Other

- Washing Machine
- Dishwasher
- Airconditioning in bedrooms
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Location & Local Information
With jaw dropping landscapes, crystal clear waters, traditional architecture and 
more vegetation than any other Island in Greece, no wonder Skópelos was 
chosen as the location for the smash Hollywood film Mamma Mia!

Accessed by an hour ferry ride from neighbouring Skiathos, you’ll be glad you 
went that extra mile once you arrive on this wonderful Island.  With lush rolling 
hills, covered with fragrant pine trees, stunning coastal scenery, time-forgotten 
pastoral towns and beautiful monasteries and chapels dotting the landscape 
you’ll be transported to another world. 

Skópelos town, one of the most beautiful ports in the country with a sprawling 
hillside, ruined Venetian fortress and dozens of chapels, has plenty of 
restaurants, shops and cafes to keep you entertained.  But its relaxed attitude 
can be surmounted in the old boys playing backgammon over coffee at every 
turn. 

Skópelos has an abundance of beautiful sun-drenched beaches, backed by 
uninterrupted stretches of pine-covered coastline. Although those on Skópelos 
are largely shingle or pebble, they are picturesque, framed by rocky green 
hills, and quiet havens on which to soak up the Grecian sun. It’s advisable to 
have a car on the Island, as the nearest good beaches to the area around 
Skópelos town are Stafilos and Velanio, roughly 6km away.  Although you can 
swim at the foot of the hill just before entering the town. 

So whether you’re enjoying the calming waters of the Aegean Sea, visiting a 
nearby monastery or perhaps going further a field with a day trip to 
neighbouring Islands Skiathos or Aiónissos, you’ll always find something to 
keep everyone happy.

Local Amenities

Nearest Town/City Skópelos Town 
(1.9km)

Nearest Bar/Pub
(0.8km)

Nearest Shop
(1km)

Nearest Beach
(2km)
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Nearest Airport Skiathos
(30km via ferry)
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What you should know…
Both bedrooms are airconditioned

The twin bedroom is galleried over the open plan sitting room / kitchen areas.

A car can be parked on the street outside the villa

What Oliver loves…
Phenomenal views of the island of Skópelos

Luxurious outdoor spaces with an abundance of shaded seating areas

Well positioned to explore the local monasteries

Skopelos Town, with a variety of pavement cafes and tavernas along it's 
picturesque waterfront, is just a few minutes drive.

What you should know…
Both bedrooms are airconditioned

The twin bedroom is galleried over the open plan sitting room / kitchen areas.

A car can be parked on the street outside the villa
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Terms & Conditions
- Arrival time: 14.00 -20.00

- Departure time: 8-11am

- Linen & towels included?: Included in rental price

- Security deposit:

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, including pool towels.

- Tax: Included in rental price

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or rubbish disposal 
required will be charged against the security deposit.

- Changeover day: Flexible

- Minimum stay: 7 nights

- Internet access?: Complimentary Wi-Fi internet access included in rental price. It is good to note that the speed is dependent on local provider and technical issues may cause reduced speed or cut of service.

- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property.


